
All Good Things Come in Threes
Today, Mr. Milosek even owns a third PFT
EM 11 M. Thanks to the new PFT machi-
nes, which ensure a very effective and,
above all, quick completion of building
jobs, the plastering business Milosek has
already secured a number of new orders.
Roland Milosek also greatly appreciates
the good cooperation between his firm,
the PFT Headquarters in Iphofen and his
partner trader Moog in Paderborn. In ad-
dition to his three PFT EM 11 M electric
mixing pumps, he currently owns four PFT
G 4 mixing pumps, two PFT SILOMAT sy-
stems and one PFT CUTMASTER hot-wire
cutter. Mr. Milosek has become a highly
satisfied PFT customer! �

Large-Scale Order 
Requires Additional 
Machines
When Mr. Milosek accepted an
order concerning the application of 10,000
m2 of interior plaster and 2,000 m2 of ex-
terior plaster in the middle of 2005, he
knew that he would not get very far with
only one PFT EM 11 M.
So he simply purchased a second PFT EM
11 M from his Paderborn-based construc-
tion machinery trader Moog Baumaschi-
nen. Since his workers had already famili-
arised themselves with the use of this
machine, the 12,000 m2 plastering job
was completed in an unbelievably short ti-
me of only six weeks. Roland Milosek and
his customer had originally scheduled ab-
out eight to ten weeks for this project!

About one and a half years ago, Roland Mi-
losek, the owner of Putztechnik Milosek, a
plastering firm based in Schloss Holte-Stu-
kenbrock (North Germany), decided to buy
his first PFT EM 11 M electric mixing pump.
Before, he thoroughly tested the newly
launched PFT machine. In a few demonstra-
tions and field tests, the electric mixing
pump had to prove its worth. However, the
high performance of the machine and, ulti-
mately, a visit to the PFT machine factory
in Iphofen fully satisfied Mr. Milosek.
Thanks to the optimal interplay between
Mr. Milosek's workers and their PFT machi-
ne, all building jobs that followed were
completed properly and, above all, on sche-
dule.

Being fully satisfied with the first PFT EM 11 M electric mixing pump - and having noticed an in-

crease in the number of orders - the plastering firm Milosek did not hesitate to buy a second and

a third machine of this type.

H igh Customer Sat is fact ion 
Thanks to HIGH PERFORMANCE
of PFT EM 11 M

Applying 12,000 m2 of plaster in six
weeks - this can only be accomplished
with optimal equipment! The job was

done on a piecework basis, and two
PFT EM 11 M electric mixing pumps

helped to mix and pump the material.

A quick and simple procedure: The cement-lime plaster is
mixed in the mixing container and fed to the pump contai-
ner, and the spray application can begin.




